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Rohan Rathore - Emptiness Lonely
Misc Unsigned Bands

The intro lead is played with a piano which continues throughout the song.
The guitar tabs are as follows. The tabs are given in a lower octave which
sound equally appealing. To math the original octave, place a capo on the
12th fret and follow the same tabs.

e|----------------------------------------------------------------------|
B|-----1-------1---------1-------1--------------------------------------|
G|---2---2---2---2-----2---2---2-----------3-------3--------------------|
D|-3-------3---------2-------2-----------3---3---3---3------------------|
A|-------------------------------------5-------5------------------------|
E|----------------------------------------------------------------------|

e|----------------------------|
B|----------------------------|
G|-----0-----0-2-0------------|
D|---2---2---------3----------|
A|-3--------------------------|
E|----------------------------|

[Verse 1]

Ho love of mine..
       F#m
with a song and a wine..
       Bm
You re harsh and divine..
            A
like truths and a lie..

but the tale end s not here..
     F#m
I ve nothing to fear..
       Bm                         A
for my love is yell of giving an hold on..

       D
in the bright emptiness..
       F#m
in the room full of it..
     Bm                 A
is a cruel mistress ho ho o..

I feel the sunrise..
          F#m
that nest all hollowness..
      Bm                         A



for i have nowhere to go and im cold..

[Chorus]

              D      F#m
And i feel so lonely yea..
Bm                               A
There s a better place from this emptiness..
           D      F#m
And i m so lonely yea..
Bm                               A
There s a better place from this emptiness..

D  F#m  Bm  A
yei yei yei ya...
D  F#m  Bm  A
Aa.. aa.. aa...

[Verse 2]

          D
Tune mere jaana..
           F#m
Kabhi nahi jana..
Bm               A
Ishq mera dard mera.. haaye...

Tune mere jaana..
F#m
Kabhi nahi jana..
Bm               A
Ishq mera dard mera...

       D    F#m
Aashiq teraaa..
Bm                  A
Bheed mein khoya rehta hai..
      D        F#m
Jaane jahaan aaa..
Bm                 A
Puchho toh itna kehta hai..

[Chorus]

             D        F#m
And i feel so lonely yea..
Bm                               A
There s a better place from  this emptiness..
           D        F#m
And i m so lonely yea..



NB - The Singer Rohan Rathod was an IIT-Guwahati student who was suffering
from cancer and died 15 days after recording this song. He loved a girl and
dedicated this song to that girl.


